Dear students of my English class 6a,
our weekend has gone by and we start a new lesson.
¤

Have you done all your tasks well?

¤

Have you received (erhalten) all your corrected reports
holidays from me?

¤

And have you understood my sentences below your texts??

I hope YES. You see here I ask questions in present perfect. I am
interested in your RESULTS. (Not in „WHEN it happened“ !!)
Let me give you solutions to all last tasks.
Eng book p. 72, nr 2
Who does what?

(meist 3. Person Singular: -s am Verb)

-

Grandpa makes breakfast.
Maya drinks sheep's milk.
Grandma gets boots for Maya.
Grandpa calls Maya and Lucy princesses.
Lucy turns on the light in the barn.
- Maya and Lucy give the sheep hay. (hier: PLURAL > nicht gives)
- Maya wants to take photos .
- Maya leaves the barn door open.

nr 3. Questions
a) It is Sunday.
b) He has made bacon and eggs.
c) She has been there before and she wants to do something on
the farm.
d) Because they aren’t strong enough.
e) Because the hay is heavy.
f) Because Maya hasn’t seen a lamb drinking milk from her
mother before.

Now WB p. 45, nr. 8 / 9

And now we go on. You are going to read about what happens after
the two girls have found out that one lamb is missing:
Go to page 76 in your English books and read the text
“Out on the high moor”.
Then do exercise 2a.
Write down if Maya or Lucy could say the given sentences and
where in the story that sentence is ( line…. )
Have you done it?

It was not difficult. Ok.

Now go to page 129 and read exercise 3:
Write the end of the story. Be careful about the right verbs: > here
in simple present (die Geschichte passiert JETZT)
So, that's it for today. Do not forget to work at new vocabulary
and always complete your word lists!! When back at school, we
will check it out. You have a great help with the VAS (Vocabulary
Action Sheet).
Meet you on Tuesday, bye says Mrs Leschniewski.

